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Abstract  

Employees choosing their employer rather than the employer choosing their employees have 

resulted in an increased interest of understanding what is requested among today's workforce. 

The growing generation of the labour market, Millennials, have been shown to create 

difficulties for organisations, in form of an increased turnover rate among them. In order to 

decrease the turnover rate, the purpose of this thesis is to provide a better understanding of 

Millennials’ preferences when choosing a company, and factors that would make them loyal. 

Previous theory state important factors that are affecting Millennials, but these are studies 

conducted in countries such as Canada, the USA, and India. Therefore, this thesis focuses on 

Millennials in Sweden. 

 

To gain a deeper understanding of Millennials’ preferences, semi-structured interviews, with 

non-standardised questions were held. To analyse the empirical data a thematic method was 

used. This made it easier to compare the data with previous literature. Findings suggest that 

relations with colleagues and managers are an important factor that affects both the choice of 

employer and the loyalty towards them. Moreover, psychological work environment, values, 

progress, and salary were mentioned as essential factors. Depending on the research 

question, the outcome differed. 

       

Keywords: Millennials, Workplace, Recruitment, Turnover Rate, Preferences, Loyalty   

 

  



 
 

Sammanfattning  

På dagens arbetsmarknad har det visat sig att anställda väljer sin arbetsgivare, istället för att 

arbetsgivaren väljer sina anställda, vilket har resulterat i ett ökat intresse i vad som efterfrågas 

bland dagens arbetskraft. Den växande generationen på arbetsmarknaden, 

millenniegenerationen, har visat sig skapa svårigheter för organisationer, däribland genom 

ökad personalomsättning. Syftet med uppsatsen är att öka förståelsen för hur denna 

generation väljer en arbetsgivare och vilka faktorer som skulle bidra till deras lojalitet. Tidigare 

forskning har påvisat viktiga faktorer som påverkar millenniegenerationen, men denna 

forskning är främst utförd i Kanada, USA och Indien. Därför fokuserar detta arbete på 

millenniegenerationen i Sverige. 

  

För att få en djupare förståelse för generationens preferenser för en arbetsgivare utfördes 

semistrukturerade intervjuer med icke-standardiserade frågor och analyserades med hjälp av 

tematisk analys. Detta underlättade arbetet i jämförelsen mellan data och tidigare forskning. 

Slutsatserna av analysen var att relationer med kollegor och chefer är en viktig faktor som 

påverkar både valet av företag, samt lojaliteten mot dessa. Utöver det var den psykologiska 

arbetsmiljön, värderingar, utvecklingsmöjligheter och lön viktiga faktorer. Beroende på 

forskningsfrågan blev innebörden olika.  

 

Nyckelord:  Millenniegenerationen, Arbetsplats, Personalomsättning, Preferenser, 

Rekrytering, Lojalitet  
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1. Introduction 

This chapter introduces the different generations in today’s labour market and focuses on 

Millennials. Because of this generation, the labour market is changing and therefore, it is 

important to be aware of these changes. In the problem discussion, a deeper focus on the 

outcome of the differences between the generations is presented. This ends up with the 

purpose of the thesis and the research questions. 

1.1 Background 

Humans are always striving for more and have a hard time being satisfied with what they have 

(Kaliprasad, 2006), which have made the organisations actively work with attracting and 

retaining highly skilled personnel to their companies (Mahroum, 2000). Nowadays, employers 

need to fight for the talent, and employees have more power in choosing where to work 

(Klimkiewicz & Oltra, 2017). This creates a demand for organisations to understand the fit 

between organisational and personal characteristics to attract potential employees (Rani & 

Samuel, 2016), which also helps organisations to retain their current workers (Schneider, 

Goldstein & Smith, 1995). To understand what the working force is striving for it is important 

to first look at it from their perspective and try to understand their preferences. 

 

The current working force consists of different generations which are: Baby Boomers, 

Generation X, and Millennials, also called Generation Y. Several sources provide different 

years the generations are born in (Graybill, 2013; Smith & Galbraith, 2012; Wieck, 2008). 

Following are the definitions this thesis will use. Baby Boomers are born between 1944 and 

1964, Generation X is born between 1965 and 1979 (Stewart, Goad Oliver, Cravens & Oishi, 

2017) and the Millennials are born between 1980 and 1995 (Rabasca Roepe, 2017). Baby 

Boomers distinct their generation with work ethic, respect, and care about morals and values, 

while Generation X see themselves as good users of technology, having a work ethic and 

being conservative or traditional (Stewart et al., 2017). Furthermore, Rabasca Roepe (2017) 

states that some members of the third generation, Millennials, have already started their 

career, while the rest are soon graduating. A few factors that distinguish the Millennial 

generation are that they are seen to be multitaskers (DeVaney, 2015), liberal, tolerable, and 

more comfortable with technology than Generation X and Baby Boomers (Stewart et al., 

2017). 
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Millennials’ comfortability with technology comes from them being the first generation growing 

up with an increase in digitalisation and the dependence on computers (Stewart et al., 2017; 

Wieck, 2008). The older Millennials were teens when the internet boomed, which allowed them 

to follow the development, while the younger ones were born into it (Arnof Fishman, 2016; 

Hamill, 1997). Baby Boomers and Generation X, on the other hand, were all adults when this 

occurred which made them more reserved towards the fast changes in IT and not as 

incorporated in the process as Millennials are (Stewart et al., 2017). This knowledge of 

computers and the internet could make them change their commitment faster than the other 

generations (Özçelik, 2015).  

 

It is not only the digitalisation and the generations’ perception of themselves that create a gap 

between them. There are also differences found in what the generations want and are 

attracted by in an organisation (Rigoni & Adkins, 2016). Baby Boomers value overall 

compensation more than the others and also find it more important that the organisation 

encourages creativity. For Generation X, they are a bit more restricted and do not request any 

specific factor. Instead, they are more likely to change their values and attributes than the 

other generations (Anderson, Buchko & Buchko, 2016). Even though Generation X do not 

have any specific requests, they value the quality of manager as one of their most important 

factors when applying for a job, but in contrast, both Baby Boomers, and Millennials value this 

factor higher. When it comes to Millennials, they value, for example, the opportunity to develop 

and grow in their work position considerably higher than Baby Boomers and Generation X 

(Rigoni & Adkins, 2016).   

 

Because of their distinctions, the generations need to be attracted by different strategies and 

depending on what they want to see in an employer, it is viewed differently. One strategy used 

to describe this is called employer attractiveness, which is “the envisioned benefits that a 

potential employee sees in working for a specific organisation” (Berthon, Ewing & Hah, 2005, 

p. 151). It attracts better applicants, reduces recruitment costs over time and decreases cost 

per hire (Leekha Chhabra & Sharma, 2014). Previous research shows that the disparate 

generations value attributes differently (Anderson et al. 2016; Catano & Hines, 2016; Rigoni 

& Adkins, 2016; Stewart et al., 2017), and this needs to be addressed when working with this 

generation. The inconsistency between the perception of what Millennials and the older 

generations find attractive does not always comply, which can cause struggles for many 

companies (Vasconcelos, 2015). 
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To conclude, with time, companies have been required to accept that nowadays potential 

employees choose their company instead of the other way around. It is now important to create 

an understanding regarding the different generations. Millennials, Generation X and Baby 

Boomers grew up under different circumstances, which led to them viewing things in 

contrasting ways. As mentioned earlier, Millennials were born into the digital age which made 

them view commitment differently. Thus, employers must address this when attracting 

Millennials.  

1.2 Problem Discussion 

To attract the right candidates to ensure an employee job fit with Millennials, it is important to 

understand what they find attractive. Previous research shows that factors Millennials value 

highly with an employer is a good organisational culture and values that go along with one’s 

own (Arnof Fishman, 2016; Graybill, 2014; Rabasca Roepe, 2017). It is also shown that 

organisations have to provide Millennials with a clear purpose (Arnof Fishman, 2016), career 

opportunities (Sujansky, 2009) and good pay (Kuron, Lyons, Schweitzer & Ng, 2015; Smith & 

Galbraith, 2012). All these expectations put high demands on companies nowadays and 

unsatisfied employees could end up with a high turnover rate (Hester, 2013). 

 

According to Hester (2013), the cost of turnover can vary from 30% to 250% of the annual 

salary depending on the skills that need to be replaced. Turnover is defined by Direnzo and 

Greenhaus (2011) as “a function of both the desirability and ease of movement” (p. 567), which 

indicates that turnover rate is the rate employees move on to another organisation. Associated 

costs followed with turnovers, are overtime expenses from other employees that need to put 

in extra effort, advertising fees, training, lost productivity and sales (Wallace & Gaylor, 2012). 

It is not only about the loss of money. Loss of clients, knowledge, company reputation and 

advantage towards competitors can also impact the company (George & Wallio, 2017; Hester, 

2013). George and Wallio (2017) also lift up that “[s]tudies have identified a variety of trends 

regarding Millennial turnover. Generation Y has higher voluntary turnover rates than other 

generations.” (p. 114). This implies that hiring Millennials can lead to increased costs in the 

future. 

 

Research shows that Millennials, that soon will be the bigger part of the workforce, are 

changing workplace every 2.6 years, while all employees change workplace every 4.6 years 

(Frankel, 2016), which indicates that the turnover rates has increased for the Millennials. An 

interview with Millennials in the financial industry also shows that 78% of the respondents were 

expected to be job hunted in the next two years (George & Wallio, 2017), which can be a 
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contributing factor to the high turnover rate. Rani and Samuel (2016) bring up that Millennials 

have significant lower commitment than earlier generations. Hence why it is important to 

understand their preferences to be able to reduce the turnover rate among them. 

 

Accordingly, high turnover rates among Millennials is a problem that increases company costs 

(Wallace & Gaylor, 2012) as well as contributes to them losing, for example, knowledge and 

expertise (George & Wallio, 2017; Hester, 2013). Depending on the different preferences of 

the generations, organisations nowadays need to get an understanding of their employees at 

work. Both of the already established workers, to not extend the gap, but also for the possible 

employment of Millennials. Previous research has been conducted outside of Europe, and 

since there is a lack of theories about Swedish Millennials, this thesis seeks to look closer to 

this group, more specifically Millennials in the northern part of Sweden.  

1.3 Purpose and Research Questions 

The purpose of this bachelor thesis is to extend the knowledge of Millennials’ preferences of 

an attractive employer and what would make them stay there, due to the high turnover rates 

among them. This thesis seeks to understand how this works in the north of Sweden, more 

specifically in Luleå, and compare it with previous literature. Reviewing the literature shows 

that a few studies have investigated the importance of Millennials’ preferences of an attractive 

employer in Scandinavian countries, but not specifically in Sweden. This leads to our two 

research questions: 

 

Research Question 1: What criteria do Millennials have for choosing an employer? 

Research Question 2: What factors do Millennials find important to become loyal 

towards an employer? 

1.4 Delimitations   

Previous literature has been studying this subject, and factors about Millennials’ preferences 

have been found in studies, mostly from the USA, Canada, and India. Theory about 

Millennials’ preferences in the Scandinavian countries, specifically in Sweden, has been 

harder to find. An article by Bresman (2015) compares Millennials’ preferences across the 

world and there he compares Millennials from Europe with other continents, such as Africa, 

Asia-Pacific, Latin America, Middle East and North America. Even if Sweden is a country 

included in Europe, it is difficult to draw a conclusion about Millennials in Sweden having the 
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same preferences as Millennials from, for example, Germany or Spain. The closest literature 

found were Kultalahti and Viitala’s (2015) study about the motivation among Millennials in the 

workforce conducted in Finland. 

1.5 Overview of the Entire Thesis 

The thesis consists of six chapters, presented in Figure 1. The first chapter is an introduction 

to the subject and research question. Thereafter a literature review will be followed by a deeper 

look into previous research connected to our research question. Subsequently, chapter three 

presents the research strategy and data collecting methods that will be used. Chapter four, 

empirical data provides a presentation of the data that in chapter five will be analysed. To end 

this study, chapter six will contain the findings and conclusions of the research.  

 

 

 

Figure 1: Thesis Outline  
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2. Literature Review  

In this chapter previous literature and theories will be connected to the purpose and research 

question that was presented in the previous chapter. The literature review focuses on 

Millennials’ preferences of choosing an employer and their criteria for being a loyal employee. 

This will be narrowed down to the conceptual framework, where important theories are chosen 

and backed up by supporting authors.  

2.1 Organisational Attraction and Individual Preference 

As previously mentioned, generations, in today’s workforce, are attracted by different criteria 

and, therefore, choose an employer based on different grounds. One theory that could be 

used when meeting the generations’ different criteria is the attraction-selection-attrition (ASA) 

model. The ASA model explains “how individuals are attracted to organisations which match 

their individual characteristics and seek employment with these organisations” (Rani & 

Samuel, 2016, p 1702). The framework contributes to deciding the people in the organisation 

and they, in turn, create the organisation’s structures, processes, and culture (Schneider, 

Goldstein & Smith, 1995). They argue that the core of the model are the goals created by the 

founder and early employees. These goals lie behind the organisation’s nature and, over time, 

shape the choice of future employees. The choice of employees comes from the three 

processes: attraction, selection, and attrition. 

 

Attraction stands for the fit between a person’s and an organisation’s characteristics (Ployhart, 

Weekley & Baughman, 2006). It explains that depending on a person’s personality they might 

end up at different companies depending on how well one’s personality fits with the 

organisation’s goals and values (Schneider et al., 1995). The second step, selection, explains 

how potential employees and organisations choose each other if their needs match well. 

Finally, attrition happens when this match no longer exists. This, in turn, leads to employees 

leaving the organisation and, thus, create an increase in turnover (Ployhart et al., 2006). These 

three processes can be linked to how Millennials contemplate when choosing an employer.  

 

As discussed earlier, it is important for Millennials to work for a company that has similar values 

(Graybill, 2014; Rabasca Roepe, 2017), especially social responsibility values (Bannon et al., 

2011). This is connected to the first stage in the ASA model where Millennials are looking for 

like-minded companies. Subsequently, Millennials often select a company depending on how 

well their values fit with the organisational culture (Rabasca Roepe, 2017). Here, Millennials 

can learn more about the company by looking at the website, reading reviews and talk to 
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people at the company. Regarding attrition, there is nowadays a wide spread of generations 

in companies. Most companies are run by older generations, which can create an imbalance 

between the values of them and of Millennials. This imbalance can, in turn, lead to increased 

turnover rates (Rani & Samuel, 2016) if the Millennial chooses to leave the company, and 

become costly for companies (Wallace & Gaylor, 2012). To prevent the voluntary turnover 

rates from increasing, at the same time as increasing Millennials’ loyalty, their needs require 

to be met in the best way possible (Rigoni & Adkins, 2016; Smith & Galbraith, 2012; Sujansky, 

2009). Attraction is closely related to the selection of company since people choose depending 

on what they are attracted to. Because of this, the literature will look at attraction and selection 

combined, but since attrition is different it will be dealt with separately. 

2.1.1. Factors Millennials Look for When Choosing an Employer 

Millennials do not seem to be attracted by the exact same thing as other generations are when 

choosing an employer. Their desires and needs are somewhat different, and these factors 

play a role in where Millennials end up working. According to Rigoni and Adkins (2016), there 

are a few factors that seem more important than others for Millennials when applying for a job. 

These factors are: opportunity to learn and grow, opportunity for advancement, quality of 

manager, quality of management, interest in type of work, overall compensation, organisation 

encourages creativity, organisation is a fun place to work and informal work environment. Out 

of these nine, there were five factors the American Millennials valued higher and those five 

have been chosen for this thesis. They are: a) opportunity to learn and grow, b) opportunity 

for advancement, c) quality of manager and management and d) interest in the type of work. 

Quality of manager and quality of management have been put together into one category since 

they deal with a similar topic.    

 

Opportunity to Learn and Grow 

Rigoni and Adkins (2016) state that Millennials are fairly new to the job market and when it 

comes to the opportunity to learn and grow, they see the workplace as an opportunity to 

improve for the future, hence why this matters a great deal. Smith and Galbraith (2012) agree 

that opportunities for growth are an important factor when considering potential jobs. In a 

study, presented by Brack and Kelly (2012), the sense of accomplishment is shown to be more 

important for Millennials than it is for older generations. Thus, Millennials is not the generation 

that will stay in the same spot for long. Instead, they will continually strive to add new skills in 

meaningful ways (Brack & Kelly, 2012). To be able to add new skills, ongoing training is 

important. Martin (2005) states that customised training programs are necessary to ensure 

that new tasks can be dealt with quickly. Özçelik (2015) stresses that training is one key factor 
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that drives employee engagement for Millennials and that good training improves specific 

competencies.  

 

Opportunity for Advancement 

The same ways Millennials want to be able to learn and grow they also want a clear career 

path (Rabasca Roepe, 2017). Millennials do not believe that people solely working hard are 

provided with career advancement possibilities (Kwong, 2016). This is why they will not sit and 

wait for a promotion but want to be in control over their future and know what to expect. This, 

in turn, will lead to them feeling more motivated (Sujansky, 2009). The notion of what a future 

at an organisation can look like will then drive Millennials into choosing a specific employer. 

Moreover, Kultalahti and Viitala (2015) state that Millennials would appreciate having personal 

plans that fit their career paths. This would make it easier for them to proceed forward. Meister 

and Willyerd (2010) and Kuron et al. (2012) also stress the importance to provide Millennials 

with a road map and career advancements. Kwong (2016) provided a study in Hong Kong 

where Millennials answered questions about their perception of their employers, and answers 

showed that Millennials have higher expectations for career advancement than previous 

generations. This is another sign of the importance for this type of possibility. 

 

Quality of Manager and Management 

The quality of managers and management is also connected to the type of managers that 

exists in the company. Since many Millennials already tried out the labour market, such as in 

part-time jobs and internships, before entering a full-time position, an understanding of what 

they appreciate with a manager is already formed (Martin, 2005). Millennials want to work for 

a company and a manager that gives them clear directions, managerial support (Martin, 2005), 

invest time in them and encourages them to develop (Rigoni & Adkins, 2016). The 

management team should spend time in understanding the needs of Millennials and what 

motivates them to offer appropriate training, reward system and development possibilities 

(Özçelik, 2015). Meister and Willyerd (2010) also stress the importance of the boss helping 

navigate the Millennial’s career path while mentoring and coaching. They also prefer an open 

communication from their managers to get an overview of the organisation’s direction 

(Walden, Hwa Jung & Westerman, 2017). 
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Interest in the Type of Work 

Millennials emphasise the importance of finding a work that is personally fulfilling, in other 

words, a work that interests them (Meister & Willyerd, 2010). Although this may be true, Brack 

and Kelly (2012) mention a study where half of the Millennials said that they had taken a job, 

they had no interest in, only to pay the bills. Then again, they mention that with economic 

stability the interest in a job became increasingly more important. The interest is created in 

the beginning of searching for a job, and in this stage, it is important for organisations to lift 

the different advantages that the company provides (Brack & Kelly, 2012). To the fact, interest 

is important, but Millennials also need to feel that they are working on something that matters 

to reach satisfaction and thus create an interest (Gordon, 2010).  

 

On the whole, Millennials have certain desires for what they want in an employer. Firstly, they 

believe training is important to improve for the future. Secondly, Millennials want to have a 

clear career path to follow where they do not have to sit around and wait for a promotion. 

Thirdly, managers that invest time in understanding and motivating employees matters a great 

deal as well as managers that are open in their communication and lastly, Millennials want to 

work with a job that is of interest, but it is not as important at the beginning of their careers. 

2.1.1.1 Questions to Ask Oneself When Choosing an Organisation 

According to Brack and Kelly (2012), the US workforce will, in only two years, consist of 46% 

Millennials and 54% Baby Boomers and Generation X, which means that the number of 

recruited Millennials will increase. To get an understanding of how a person chooses where 

to work, Pfau (2016) provides the reader with four questions a person can ask oneself. The 

questions to be asked are a) Is this a winning organization I can be proud of?, b) Can I 

maximize my performance on the job?, c) Are people treated well economically and 

interpersonally? and d) Is the work itself fulfilling and enjoyable?. These questions are aimed 

at all generations, but the outcome may vary. According to Pfau (2016), they seem to be as 

relevant today as when they were written in 2002. If a potential employee answers yes to all 

of these questions, the company has a winning concept. To get an even deeper understanding 

of how Millennials are choosing where to work these questions are important to understand 

from a Millennials point of view.  
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Is This a Winning Organisation I Can Be Proud of? 

Employees want to work at an organisation where they can feel proud of what they are doing 

and what the organisation is accomplishing (Pfau, 2016). This is not only connected to the 

tasks at work, but also to the company’s social responsibilities. Millennials, especially, find this 

essential, since they are socially conscious and care about the company’s impact on the 

society (Mirvis, 2012). According to Bannon et al. (2011), 88% of the asked American 

Millennials want to work for an employer whose social responsibility values reflect their own. 

It was also stated that 86% of the Millennials indicated that they would leave an employer if 

the social responsibility values no longer matched their own, which is a strong indicator of the 

importance to be socially responsible. Brack and Kelly (2012) also mention that Millennials 

expect their workplace to act in a way that is socially responsible. 

 

Working towards corporate social responsibility (CSR) is one way for organisations to do 

something beyond their own winning, and further research shows that this is something 

Millennials care deeply about (Klimkiewicz & Oltra, 2017). Klimkiewicz and Oltra (2017) also 

state that Millennials who are looking for a job are likely to reject an employer if that company 

does not comply with basic CRS demands. Furthermore, they add that a Millennial with a 

positive attitude towards CSR gets an increased attractiveness towards a company that works 

with CSR. Catano and Hines (2016) agrees and adds to this by stating that a company that 

includes CSR and psychologically healthy workplace is more attractive towards Millennials, 

where a psychologically healthy workplace is an organisation that works actively towards 

health and safety, work-life balance and employee growth. The study showed that Millennials 

value both of these policies. They want an organisation that is socially responsible as well as 

cares about the employees. 

 

Can I Maximise My Performance on the Job? 

Millennials also want to work in a company where they can use and improve their skills and 

where the environment allows one to do it (Pfau, 2016). The environment should not induce 

fear in the workers, so they do not dare to contribute properly, but should instead be 

comfortable and safe (Brack & Kelly, 2012). Furthermore, Bannon et al. (2011) state that 

Millennials want the work environment to be open and flexible, use new technology and for 

meetings to be less formal. If the environment is supportive, the chances are higher that the 

Millennials will feel a deeper commitment and therefore can maximise their performance on 

the job (Walden et al., 2017). It is clear that Millennials want a more relaxed environment 

where everyone is free to speak up.  
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Are People Treated Well Economically and Interpersonally? 

When it comes to being treated well economically, Millennials want to be well compensated 

(Brack and Kelly, 2012; Kuron et al., 2015). One reason is due to student loans that need to 

be paid back (Rabasca Roepe, 2016; Rigoni & Adkins, 2016). Rigoni and Adkins (2016) also 

mention that income is a factor that matters when applying for a job, but it is not the most 

important factor they look for. However, many Millennials would consider changing to another 

company if they were offered a raise in salary of around 20% (Rigoni & Adkins, 2016). Another 

reason why they are concerned with being treated well economically, mentioned by Brack and 

Kelly (2012), is that Millennials believe they will not have a financial security by the time of 

their retirement, which is why they want to start saving money for the future.  

 

The other important aspect is to be treated with respect and where opinions are being heard 

and rewarded (Pfau, 2016). According to Brack and Kelly (2012), Millennials want an open 

and honest communication to understand their role in the organisation and create a more 

attractive working place. This is also brought up by Stewart et al. (2017), that talk about the 

importance of open communication. Rabasca Roepe (2016) continues to say that Millennials 

want to connect with their co-workers and eventually become a work family. She also states 

that they want their boss to be a close friend. This is possible for the Millennial generation 

since they have a casual view of communication, and freely mix talking about their personal 

life as well as work-related tasks (Smith & Galbraith, 2012).  

 

Is the Work Itself Fulfilling and Enjoyable? 

Finally, people want to choose a workplace where they feel that there is a purpose to what 

they are doing (Pfau, 2016). In a study by Smith and Galbraith (2012), where they asked 

students what the most important factor is when considering potential jobs, meaningful work 

was the most important one. They want the job to matter and be of importance, and here it is 

of significance to communicate that to the Millennials. Another article, by Brack and Kelly 

(2012), also brings up that meaningful work is an important factor for Millennials, which 

indicates that it is of importance to have a fulfilling job. It is also said that they prefer to work 

for a company where what they are doing will have a bigger direct impact, to understand how 

their actions are meaningful. To get a bigger impact at work, Millennials want to work at smaller 

companies, where it is easier to be directly involved in the output and understand what they 

are contributing with (DeVaney, 2015). 
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To summarise, there are certain things Millennials find important when they are about to 

choose their workplace. To begin with, they want to work at a company that is socially 

responsible and where the values of the company reflect their own values. Subsequently, the 

environment in the company should be open and flexible, where everyone can speak their 

mind. Next, Millennials would like to develop close relationships with their colleagues and have 

an open communication at the workplace. They also have a desire for a good pay. Finally, it 

is important that the job is meaningful and have a purpose. 

2.1.2 Millennials’ Loyalty Towards Employers 

As a way of creating loyalty at work, Eskildsen et al. (2004) proposed a model called the Nordic 

Employee Index™. It suggests that motivation and satisfaction are two factors creating loyalty. 

Moynihan and Pandey (2007) suggest a similar idea: that motivation and job satisfaction are 

two ways for that but add organisational commitment as a contributor to loyalty. To connect 

this to Millennials, as discussed in the problem discussion, the workforce today need to meet 

other needs for retaining Millennials than what they may have been doing for earlier 

generations. Not only for the increase of Millennials in the workforce, but also because 

Millennials are providing companies with new ideas, better solutions, and a fresh perspective 

(Rabasca Roepe, 2017). Kultalahti and Viitala (2015) lift five factors that motivate Millennials 

at work and hopefully make them satisfied enough to become loyal. These factors are: a) 

constant learning and development at work, b) interesting, challenging, and varied tasks, c) 

social relations and the supervisor´s behaviour, d) reciprocal flexibility with timetables and 

working hours, e) work-life balance.  

 

Constant Learning and Development at Work 

Kaliprasad (2006) state that we are never completely satisfied with what we have, and we 

always strive for more. This can be connected to our need for constant learning, which seems 

to be more important for Millennials the more work experience they get (Kuron et al., 2012). 

Brack and Kelly (2012) bring up the easy access to internet as a factor for Millennial’s strive 

for constant learning. The various range of information and knowledge on dozens of websites 

have made it easier for Millennials to build their own careers and make them more attractive 

on the market. Although easy access to information comes with advantages, Smith and 

Galbraith (2012) discuss a survey that was made in 2010, where participants talked about how 

easy Millennials get bored today. To prevent them from getting bored it is important to provide 

them with constant learning and development. In addition, another research (Bresman, 2015) 

states that getting stuck with no development opportunities is one of their greatest work-related 

fears, which shows how important this is.  
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Interesting, Challenging, and Varied Tasks 

Kultalahti and Viitala (2015) state that a variety at work, with new things happening from time 

to time, job rotation and moderately challenging tasks are being asked by Millennials. Özçelik 

(2015) adds to that by stating that challenging assignments and job enrichment are important 

needs for Millennials that companies have to provide. Millennials get psychological satisfaction 

from having interesting and challenging work, a variety of tasks and intellectual stimulation 

(Great expectations: Recruiting and retaining the Millennial generation, 2016). The challenge 

is not only connected to the outcome, but also to the way of getting there. They still love to 

provide requested results, but also the challenging task of finding new ways to reach them 

(Martin, 2005). The interest lies in “the best way to do the job” (Martin, 2005. p. 40). Raines 

(2002) also states that challenging work is a way for Millennials to look for a way to grow, 

develop and have a career path. Regarding a career advancement for Millennials, it is more 

based on their performance rather than on years of seniority behind it (Alsop, 2009).  

 

Social Relations and the Supervisor´s Behaviour 

Brack and Kelly (2012) talk about technology as one of the factors why Millennials want social 

relations and a friendly relationship with supervisors today. Because of the closeness of 

information, Millennials do not need a supervisor to tell them information, they need someone 

to support and guide them in their career. Encouraged to develop a close relationship with 

teachers, parents, and mentors is something Hershatter and Epstein (2010) take up as a factor 

in Millennial’s importance of close relations at work. In one of the studies, that they bring up in 

their report, 66% of the Millennials stated that a personal relationship with their bosses was 

something they would prefer (Hershatter & Epstein, 2010). 

 

A close relationship with the supervisor is not enough for Millennials. Constant feedback and 

coaching are also important to provide them with (Brack & Kelly, 2012). Feedback has been 

a useful tool for many years to tell how employees perform, and was, from the beginning, used 

to extend negative feedback in the hierarchical structure. Nowadays, it is more known for being 

a tool that provides motivation and makes it easier to work toward specific goals (Anderson et 

al., 2016). It does not matter how the feedback is delivered (Brack & Kelly, 2012), as long as 

regular feedback is communicated. To make sure Millennials know if they meet the 

expectations and that they are progressing, the feedback is welcomed to come monthly, or 

even weekly for some (Smith & Galbraith, 2012). 
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Reciprocal Flexibility with Timetables and Working Hours 

The regular nine-to-five workday is something Millennials strongly question when technology 

has made it so easy to do the work at any time and place (Özçelik, 2015). Alsop (2009) lifts 

the attitude toward flexible timetables with: “Why stay at the office until five if I want to go to 

my kid’s soccer game? Just text me on my cell phone if you need me.” (p. 167). This quote 

shows the importance for companies to be flexible with the working hours. The flexibility also 

matters to Millennials since it makes it possible for them to make and keep commitments made 

both at work and personally (Smith & Galbraith, 2012). Unfortunately, this is a factor that is 

changing slowly and, actually, only a few have the opportunity to work from home or assemble 

their own, more flexible, working hours. The majority of companies still use a designated 

location and time and only a smaller amount of companies work towards Millennial’s 

perception of it (Alsop, 2009). On the other hand, Bannon et al. (2011) got an indication, in a 

survey they made, that the importance with flexible timetables may change when Millennials 

get older, have kids and have a family to take care of (Bannon et al., 2011). 

 

Work-Life Balance 

To have a balance between the personal life and work is extremely important for Millennials 

(Smith & Galbraith, 2012). Alsop (2009) says that one explanation could be that “[m]illennials 

watched workaholic parents who gave their all for employers and then lost jobs in corporate 

downsizing” (p. 167). This has impacted the Millennials to not end up in the same situation. 

Through today's technology, Millennials could be constantly updated and reachable, so work-

life balance is possible to achieve in their eyes (Alsop, 2009). Furthermore, a balance between 

work and spare time will not only please Millennials, it will also give positive effects on both 

productivity and employee contentment (Gordon, 2010). Being able to deal with both work and 

a personal life is valued so highly that the opportunity to reach work-life balance can make an 

impact on their career decisions (Kwong, 2016). DeVaney (2015) adds to this by encouraging 

the importance of a work-life balance for Millennials and state that they are prone to change 

employer “to manage their perception of the good life” (p. 13). 

 

To put it briefly, to decrease the high turnover rates among Millennials, they have to feel 

motivated enough to become a loyal employee. For this to occur, Millennials have certain 

requirements that need to be met. To start with, Millennials have a need for constant learning, 

due to easily getting bored. Secondly, challenging work is important for them to reach 

intellectual stimulation. Thirdly, Millennials want their manager to be their coach who can 

mentor them through the work. They also want constant feedback and acknowledgement. 

Fourthly, Millennials do not find it necessary to perform their work at designated locations. 

Flexibility with their schedule and working hours is preferred. Lastly, Millennials want a balance 
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between the working and personal life to be able to have personal commitments. Martin (2005) 

states that if organisations who will not or cannot meet this criterion will soon need to make 

changes.   

2.2 Frame of Reference 

A frame of reference is based on information previously collected through the use of literature. 

Through this, theories and ideas are identified and later on used to test the empirical data that 

have been collected (Saunder, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009). Throughout the literature review 

several theories have been identified. The studies we collect the theories from are: What 

Millennials Want from a New Job, Rigoni and Adkins, (2016), What Do Millennials Really Want 

at Work? The Same Things the Rest of Us Do, Pfau, (2016) and Generation Y – challenging 

clients for HRM?, Kultalahti and Viitala, (2015) and shown in Table 1.  

 

Table 1: Overview of the Frame of Reference 

Subject 
 

 Main and Supporting Authors (Recent Studies) 

Criteria for Choosing an Employer  Rigoni and Adkins (2016)  
Kwong (2016) 
Rabasca Roepe (2017) 
Özçelik (2015) 

Questions to Ask Oneself Before the Choice of 
Employer  

Pfau (2016) 
Catano and Hines (2016) 
Rabasca Roepe (2017) 
Rigoni and Adkins (2016) 
Walden et al. (2017) 

Factors Motivating Millennials  Kultalahti and Viitala (2015) 
Anderson et al. (2016) 
Bresman (2015) 
DeVaney (2015)  
Kwong (2016) 
Özçelik (2015) 

 

Table 1 shows an overview of the frame of reference and the subjects that will be used in the 

analysis. A more detailed explanation will be presented in the following sections. There, more 

supporting authors will be introduced for the different factors in each subject. 
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2.2.1 Millennials Choosing an Employer 

The purpose with the first research question, What Criteria do Millennials Have for Choosing 

an Employer?, is to aim an understanding of what Millennials are looking for in a potential 

employer. To understand their criteria this thesis relied on Rigoni and Adkins’ study (2016) 

and Pfau’s study (2016). Rigoni and Adkins (2016) were chosen since the factors, brought up 

in the study, were relevant for Millennials in the US, and it would, therefore, be interesting to 

find out if Millennials in Sweden agree. This can be seen in Table 2. Furthermore, Pfau’s study 

(2016) was used as a complement to understand Millennials’ criteria for choosing an employer, 

as can be seen in Table 3. In the tables, supporting authors are presented to strengthen these 

factors and questions. In Table 2 below, the factors Millennials find important when applying 

for a job, are presented. 

 

Table 2: Criteria for Choosing an Employer 

Factors 
 

Supporting Authors 

Opportunity to Learn and Grow Brack and Kelly (2012)  
Martin (2005)  
Smith and Galbraith (2012) 
Özçelik (2015) 

Opportunity for Advancement Kultalahti and Viitala (2015) 
Kuron et al. (2012) 
Kwong (2016) 
Meister and Willyerd (2010) 
Rabasca Roepe (2017) 

Quality of Manager and Management Martin (2005) 
Meister and Willyerd (2010) 
Walden et al.  (2017) 
Özçelik (2015) 

Interest in the Type of Work Brack and Kelly (2012) 
Gordon (2010) 
Meister and Willyerd (2010) 

 

The factors were chosen for the conceptualisation since they are important for further analysis 

on the subject. They create a base that can be used for comparing theory to empirical data for 

research question one. Opportunity to learn and grow is explained as a factor that keeps 

improving Millennials’ knowledge and a reason for becoming interested in an employer (Rigoni 

& Adkins, 2016). Ongoing training is one way of dealing with Millennials’ desires regarding this 

(Martin, 2005). The next factor, opportunity for advancement, is closely related to the previous 

one but focuses on a career path for Millennials (Rabasca Roepe, 2017; Meister & Willyerd, 

2010; Kuron et al., 2012). This is connected to Millennials high expectations for career 
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advancements (Kwong, 2016). The third factor, quality of manager and management, is 

connected to the Millennials’ desire of having a manager that gives managerial support 

(Martin, 2005), invest time in (Rigoni & Adkins, 2016), and coaches them (Meister & Willyerd, 

2010). Finally, interest in the type of work, is an important factor since it discusses that 

Millennials want to work with something that is personally fulfilling (Meister & Willyerd, 2010), 

at the same time as Brack and Kelly (2012) state that interest might not be the most important 

factor when choosing a workplace. These factors helped us understand the foundation for a 

Millennial’s choice of workplace and will, later on, be compared to the empirical data. 

 

In Table 3, the important questions to ask oneself before choosing an employer are presented 

together with authors supporting how they are relevant for Millennials. The questions came 

from Pfau’s study (2016) about what the different generations want from work. He lifts 

questions that all generations can ask themselves before choosing an employer. However, 

these questions provided this study with important answers regarding Millennials. 

 

Table 3: Questions to Ask Oneself Before Making the Choice of Employer  

Questions 
 

Supporting Authors 

Is this a winning organization I can be proud of? Bannon et al. (2011) 
Brack and Kelly (2012) 
Catano and Hines (2016) 
 

Can I maximise my performance on the job? Bannon et al. (2011) 
Brack and Kelly (2012) 
Walden et al. (2017) 

Are people treated well economically and 
interpersonally? 

Brack and Kelly (2012) 
Kuron et al. (2015) 
Rabasca Roepe (2017) 
Rigoni and Adkins (2016) 
Smith & Galbraith (2012) 
Stewart et al. (2017) 

Is the work itself fulfilling and enjoyable? Brack and Kelly (2012) 
DeVaney (2015) 
Smith and Galbraith (2012) 

 

These questions were decided to be included in the frame of reference because they provide 

another depth to understanding the behaviour of Millennials. The first question, Is this a 

winning organisation I can be proud of?, gives an insight into the kind of organisation a 

Millennial want to be connected to. It is well connected to Millennials wanting to work in an 

organisation where the company’s social responsibility values reflect their own (Bannon et al., 
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2011). The second question, Can I Maximise My Performance on the Job?, is connected to 

working in a place that is comfortable and safe (Brack & Kelly, 2012) and here Millennials want 

the environment to be open and use new technology (Bannon et al., 2011). The question Are 

people treated well economically and interpersonally? is important since it brings up the 

economic aspect of choosing an employer as well as well-being. Millennials have student 

loans that need to be repaid (Rabasca Roepe, 2016; Rigoni & Adkins, 2016) and have to deal 

with the lack of financial security by the time of their retirement (Brack & Kelly, 2012). It also 

discusses that Millennials want an open communication (Stewart et al. 2017), and close 

relationships at work (Rabasca Roepe, 2016). The final question Is the Work Itself Fulfilling 

and Enjoyable? gives an insight in that Millennials want to work in a company where there is 

a meaning to what they are doing (Smith & Galbraith, 2012). These questions add another 

depth to understanding Millennials’ choice of an employer. 

2.2.2 Millennials’ Loyalty Towards an Employer 

For the final section, we have chosen to use Kultalahti and Viitala’s (2015) different factors 

regarding what motivates Millennials at work to find an answer for research question two: What 

factors do Millennials find important to become loyal towards an employer? As previously 

stated, all factors are well supported by other authors and are relevant to look at when 

searching answers for the research question. The factors for motivating Millennials and thus 

create loyalty are presented, together with supporting authors, in Table 4. 

 

Table 4: Factors Motivating Millennials  

Factors 
 

Supporting Authors 

Constant Learning and Development at Work Brack and Kelly (2012)  
Bresman (2015) 
Kaliprasad (2006) 
Kuron et al. (2012) 
Smith and Galbraith (2012) 

Interesting, Challenging, and Varied Tasks Alsop (2009) 
Martin (2005) 
Raines (2002) 
Özçelik (2015) 

Social Relations and the Supervisor´s Behaviour Anderson et al. (2016) 
Brack and Kelly (2012)  
Hershatter and Epstein (2010) 
Smith and Galbraith (2012) 

Reciprocal Flexibility with Timetables and 
Working Hours 

Alsop (2009) 
Bannon et al. (2011) 
Smith & Galbraith (2012) 
Özçelik (2015) 
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Work-Life Balance Alsop (2009) 
DeVaney (2015)  
Gordon (2010) 
Kwong (2016) 
Smith and Galbraith (2012) 

 

For research question two, these factors are chosen for the frame of reference, since they 

provide a good foundation for further analysis and an insight into what motivates Millennials 

at work. Constant learning and development at work are important to understand since 

research shows that Millennials get bored easily today (Smith & Galbraith, 2012), and this 

could be a solution for it. Interesting, challenging, and varied tasks is a way for Millennials to 

grow, develop and create a career (Raines, 2002) and is also requested by them to become 

motivated (Kultalahti and Viitala, 2015). Thirdly, social relations and the supervisor´s 

behaviour gives an insight in Millennials’ desire to have close relationships at work (Hershatter 

& Epstein, 2010) and their need for constant feedback (Brack & Kelly, 2012). The next factor 

is reciprocal flexibility with timetables and working hours and explains Millennials’ need to be 

able to make commitments both at work and personally (Smith & Galbraith, 2012). It is 

important to bring up since Millennials question the “normal” workday (Özçelik, 2015). Finally, 

work-life balance is brought up since Millennials find it important to have a balance between 

the two (Smith and Galbraith, 2012). It is said to impact career choices (Kwong, 2016), hence 

why it is important to consider. If these factors are considered at work, the chances of creating 

loyalty are higher. 

2.2.3 Employee’s Preconditions of Choosing Employer and Becoming 

Loyal 

In Figure 2 below, the connections between the three different articles from the frame of 

reference are shown. The figure also illustrates how the articles are connected to the research 

questions and what they are aimed to answer.  
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Figure 2: The Connection Between Research Question One and Two 

 

The criteria for choosing an employer and questions to ask oneself are affecting the choice of 

employer and are connected to research question one. To later on be able to understand what 

factors create loyalty, research question one needs to be answered. This means that a person 

first has to choose where to work. After this, factors that motivate employees can be 

considered, and thereof create loyalty. This is connected to research question two.  
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3. Methodology  

In chapter three, a discussion of this thesis’ research purpose, research approach, research 

strategy, data collection, sample selection, data analysis, validity, and reliability are presented. 

Through these different sections, a structure of how the research questions will be answered 

is provided. It guides the reader through the authors’ approach to the thesis. 

3.1 Purpose of Research  

The purpose of a research could be divided into exploratory, explanatory, and descriptive. The 

boundaries between these are not always clear and sharp and it is not necessary to use only 

one of these exclusively (Yin, 1994). Exploratory research has the aim to explore new insights 

and see phenomena in new ways. With exploratory research, the direction of the study can 

change depending on the result of new data and insights that have been provided (Saunders 

et al., 2009). The second strategy is explanatory research. This research is good to use when 

the study aims to explain a pattern or a relationship between variables (Marshall & Rossman, 

1999). The last strategy is the descriptive research. In descriptive research the aim is “to 

portray an accurate profile of persons, events or situations” (Saunders, 2009. p. 140). 

Therefore, descriptive research should be documented and described (Marshall & Rossman, 

1999). 

 

This thesis follows a more descriptive research strategy, which was chosen to suit the thesis’ 

purpose. It aims to describe Millennials different preferences and with a descriptive approach, 

we portrayed, with help from previous research, the factors Millennials believe are important 

when choosing an employer and what makes them stay there. This will, eventually, give us an 

understanding of how the high turnover rate among Millennials can decrease.  

3.2 Research Approach  

There are two types of approaches: deductive and inductive. Deduction uses logical thinking 

to draw conclusions and aims to test a hypothesis. It often requires a higher level of structure 

when collecting data (David & Sutton, 2016) and more control to ensure validity (Saunders et 

al., 2009). Induction, on the other hand, draw conclusions from empirical observations and 

“has a close understanding of the research context” (Saunder et al., 2009, p. 127). It is used 

to explore a certain area and tries to explain the problem based on gathered data (David & 

Sutton, 2016). With a deductive approach, the information is collected through previous theory 

and thereafter tested, while an inductive approach finds an unstudied phenomenon to 
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thereafter create the theory (Saunders et al., 2009). Based on this information this thesis used 

the deductive approach since it began with collecting theories for an area that is already well 

studied, to later on test the findings. 

 

To collect data, a quantitative or a qualitative approach can be used. The quantitative 

approach focuses on collecting numbers whereas the qualitative approach collects words that 

gives information about attitudes, feelings, and values (David & Sutton, 2016). If the aim is to 

generalise the data a quantitative approach should be used but to get a deeper understanding 

qualitative data should be collected (David & Sutton, 2016). For this thesis, the qualitative 

approach was chosen since we were able to gain a more descriptive and deeper 

understanding of Millennials’ preferences towards an employer. With qualitative research, we 

became aware of the meaning of a person's answer that we could not gain with quantitative 

data. To collect qualitative data interviews, observations, focus groups, and archive studies 

are examples that can be used (David & Sutton, 2016). 

3.3 Research Strategy 

A research strategy describes the way empirical data is collected and analysed (Yin, 1994). 

For choosing a strategy, there are three conditions that help which one to use: the type of 

research questions, if it requires control over behavioural events and its focus on 

contemporary events (Yin, 1994). It is not necessary to only choose one strategy, several 

might be needed, and these can also change over time (Saunders et al., 2009). There are 

several strategies and Saunders et al. (2009) propose seven different ones: experiment, 

survey, case study, action research, grounded theory, ethnography and archival research. For 

this thesis, a case study has been chosen. 

   

The use of a case study was chosen because the aim was to understand and investigate a 

phenomenon in today’s world (Yin, 1994). A case study uses several sources of evidence and 

the boundary between the phenomena and the context is often not clear, in comparison to an 

experiment where the context is controlled (Saunders et al., 2009). It is also possible to 

understand which strategy to use with the help from the research question (Yin, 1994). For 

the case study, a ‘why’ question is the most used one, but ‘how’ and ‘what’ questions can also 

be implemented (Saunders et al., 2009). This thesis uses ‘what’ questions as the research 

questions and since we wanted to gain a deeper understanding of what criteria Millennials 

have for choosing an employer a case study was conducted.  
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Saunders et al. (2009) explain that a case study can be divided into two different dimensions: 

a single case study versus a multiple case study and a holistic case study versus an embedded 

case study. A single case study is usually used when looking at one phenomenon in one 

context and when there is no need to generalise the data (Saunders et al., 2009), while a 

multiple case study would examine the same phenomenon in several contexts. A single case 

study was chosen for this thesis since we conducted data at solely one institution. For the 

second dimension, a holistic case study is when the study is interested in the organisation as 

a whole and an embedded study refers to when the study examines sub-units within the 

organisation (Saunders et al., 2009). This thesis is referring to an embedded case study. The 

reason for this is because the samples are students at Luleå University of Technology (LTU), 

studying different programs, and these are sub-units within the university. This makes the 

thesis involve more than one unit of analysis.  

3.4 Collecting Empirical Data  

When collecting data for a case study, Yin (1994) lifts up six sources: documentation, archival 

records, interviews, direct observations, participant-observations and physical artifacts. None 

of them have more advantage than the other and all of them have different strengths and 

weaknesses. Yin (1994) explains that, in a good case study, the use of more than one source 

is to prefer, because the sources complement each other. This is also called triangulation and 

has been shown to increase the quality of the study (Yin, 1994).  

 

For this study, interviews were implemented as the way of collecting data. A good 

implementation of triangulation would have been questionnaires, but due to a lack of time, 

they were left out. The choice of using interviews came from the need to understand our 

phenomena better. Since there are no clear answers to what Millennials find important with an 

employer, but more ideas on the matter, we wanted to clarify the problem. The interviews were 

semi-structured and allowed us to use a list of questions and adapt them differently depending 

on the interviewee (Saunders et al., 2009). A mix of standardised and non-standardised 

questions was chosen for the interview. Standardised questions were asked in the beginning 

to clarify, for example, the person’s age, but the main interview was a mix of non-standardised 

questions to provide answers that were open (David & Sutton, 2016). 

  

The advantages of collecting data through semi-structured interviews were that the answers 

could be more developed and detailed, and supplementary questions could be asked by the 

interviewers to go deeper into the subject (David & Sutton, 2016). This way of collecting data 

“can provide important insights into a situation” (Yin, 1994, p. 85). The tone and body 
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movement could also complement the answers. The disadvantages of interviews were that it 

took considerably more time and effort during the interview as well as afterward (David & 

Sutton, 2016). 

 

The interviews were performed in group rooms at LTU, to have the participants in an 

environment they were familiar with, and they were all recorded so we, later on, could 

transcribe them. All the participants were native Swedish speakers, hence why the interviews 

were held in Swedish. To facilitate for the interviewees to answer the questions, the 

questionnaire was sent out to them one day before their interviews. By doing this, the 

interviewees were more prepared for what they thought about the subject. They were also 

provided with the same information before the interviews started, which was the notion of it 

being recorded and that they were allowed to answer similarly for several questions if that was 

how they thought. The six interviews that were held were on average 20 minutes long. 

3.5 Sample Selection  

To choose a sample group it is important to first identify the population, which is every case 

that can be included in the study (David & Sutton, 2016). If there is no possibility to ask the 

entire population a sample selection is made (Saunders et al., 2009). First, there are two 

categories to consider: probability and non-probability selection. A probability selection is used 

when every case of the sample group has an equal chance on being picked, and the non-

probability selection is used when there is a difficulty in identifying the entire population or 

there is a budget or time restraint (David & Sutton, 2016). Since we were dealing with time 

restraints, the use of a non-probability selection was chosen, even though there was a 

possibility to identify the entire population. This thesis’ population are Millennials in Sweden, 

but since it is such a huge group we decided to limit it geographically and focus on Millennials 

in Luleå, more specifically students at LTU. Out of the students at LTU, six interviewees were 

chosen. This is shown in Figure 3 below. 
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Figure 3: Overview of the Population and Sampling for This Thesis 

 

According to Saunders et al. (2009), there are five different types of non-probability 

techniques: quota, snowball, self-selection, convenience and purposive. The purposive 

sampling is used when working with small sampling sizes and where the researchers choose 

the sample group based on their ability to answer the research question (Saunders et al., 

2009). This is the one used for this thesis. Because of time restraints, we chose people we 

believed would give us rewarding answers to our research question, which suits this kind of 

sampling. In Table 5, our sample selection is presented. 

 

Table 5: Sample Group 

Interviewee Born Gender Study Program Study Year 

Interviewee A 1994 Female Industrial 
Engineering and 
Management 

Fourth year 

Interviewee B 1993 Female Civil Engineering Fifth year 

Interviewee C 1994 Female Engineering 
Physics and 
Electrical 
Engineering 

Third year 

Interviewee D 1995 Male International 
Business and 
Economics 

Second year 

Interviewee E 1993 Male  Sustainable 
Energy 
Engineering 

Fourth year  

Interviewee F 1994 Male  Business and 
Economics 

Fourth year   
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The criteria for being chosen as our interviewee were: born between 1980 and 1995, students 

at LTU, have a maximum of two years left of studies and have previous work experience. The 

two last criteria mentioned, were important since students with only a few years left in school 

probably have started thinking about this subject and previous work experience have given 

them an insight of what they prefer. Based on the criteria, we chose people who were studying 

different programs and are of different gender. As a sample group, we chose to conduct six 

interviews. Again, this was based on time restraints. 

3.6 Data Analysis  

After holding six interviews, the next step was to analyse the data. Since previous studies and 

research questions work as a basis for the data collecting, this study is relying on a theoretical 

proposition (Yin, 1994). There are two similar approaches that can be used when analysing 

qualitative data: content analysis and thematic analysis (Vaismoradi, Turunen & Bondas, 

2013). Both of them include breaking down text into smaller units of content and translate them 

into a descriptive text. The purpose of a content analysis is to “describe the characteristics of 

the document’s content by examining who says what, to whom, and with what effect” 

(Vaismoradi et al., 2013, p. 400). It is a way of coding a large amount of textual data to 

determine the characteristics of it. The second approach is thematic analysis, which is well 

suited when one or more interviews are being analysed. It is “an independent qualitative 

descriptive approach” (Vaismoradi et al., 2013, p. 400) that identifies and analyses themes 

within the data. For this thesis, the thematic analysis was used. The reason for this was to be 

able to identify themes that would facilitate for us to understand the important factors for 

Millennials when choosing an employer and becoming loyal towards them. It allowed us to get 

an overview of the content of the data and made it easier to compare it to theory. 

 

To facilitate the analysis process, notes and audio recordings were taken during the 

interviews. This helped us to transcribe and summarise the data and allowed us to get a clear 

idea of what each interviewee said (David & Sutton, 2016). The transcribed interviews were 

later on colour coded to be able to find important keywords and sentences that could be used 

during the analysis. The important keywords and sentences were put together in a document, 

one for RQ1 and one for RQ2, and divided into what each interviewee said, and thereafter 

colour coded again according to common themes. This allowed us to get a visual idea of the 

most popular answers to our research questions. Moreover, out of this document yet another 

document was written were we divided the data into the themes we found and added quotes 
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to strengthen their importance. Out of this, a figure was made (see chapter five) to show the 

reader, in an easy way, how we came up with the different themes. 

3.7 Validity & Reliability  

To determine the quality and stability of the obtained data, it is important to test the validity 

and reliability of the qualitative data (Riege, 2003). It is important for the study to measure and 

describe what it is meant to initially examine (David & Sutton, 2016). For establishing the 

validity and reliability, Riegie (2003) lifts four tests that can occur in different phases of the 

research. These four tests are: construct validity, internal validity, external validity and 

reliability. This thesis is using construct validity and reliability to develop a higher quality of the 

obtained data.     

3.7.1 Validity 

To create validity this study chose methods accordingly. Yin (1994) states that one important 

test to perform is construct validity and he defines it as “establishing correct operational 

measures for the concepts being studied” (p. 33). To increase the construct validity for this 

report we used several sources of evidence, which were documentation and interviews, and 

had the study checked by peers and our supervisor. Another test is content validity. It is 

explained as being “relevant to the content area that it is testing” (Hozack, 2015). To increase 

the content validity, we thoroughly checked the interview questions to make sure they were all 

relevant for the topic. Another way of making sure that the questions actually answered our 

research questions, was to conduct a pilot study. We let a person who were not involved in 

the thesis answer our questions and then give us feedback on them. We also analysed these 

answers briefly to understand if our questions answered what we were meant to test.  

 

For the interviews, a semi-structured approach was used, which meant that the interviewees 

were in more control over the dialogue. The questions were non-standardised to not give a 

hint to a certain answer and to make the answers filled with details. This ensured that the 

interviewee could talk freely about the research area without the authors setting limits to the 

answers. It was also taken into consideration that the answers to the research questions would 

be difficult to generalise due to the small numbers of interviews and the difficulties of 

generalising a whole generation.  
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3.7.2 Reliability  

Reliability is to the extent the operation is consistent over time and can be repeated with the 

same results (David & Sutton, 2016). To improve the reliability of this study this thesis used 

the same instructions, questions, and definitions to all interviewees to be able to measure the 

answers properly. Despite this, supplementary questions were asked during the interviews to 

develop the answers, and these could differ from interview to interview. Depending on this, 

the answers might have been led to certain thoughts. The interviews were also held in the 

same or similar place to ensure that the conditions, we could affect, were the same for all 

interviews.  

 

The quality of the answers was dependent on the traits of the interviewee, time of day and the 

comfortability in the environment the interviews were held. Depending on the interviewee’s 

personal traits, these factors could affect the answers to the questions in the way that more or 

less information was given to us. We also recorded the interviews to ensure we could always 

go back and hear again what was being said during the interviews. One limitation of this thesis 

was that the interviews were held in Swedish. Translation and word interpretations might have 

affected the original source, and, therefore, this must be taken into consideration. To test 

reliability, the test-retest method could be used where the same questions are being asked to 

the same people during different intervals (David & Sutton, 2016), but due to time limitations, 

this test could not be performed for this study.  
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4. Data Presentation  

In this chapter, the collected data that will be the base when answering the research questions 

are presented. The purpose of the interviews was to gain a deeper understanding of 

Millennials preferences of an attractive employer and factors influencing their loyalty towards 

their employer. The chapter is divided into two sections, which reflects our research questions, 

and the data is presented in tables to make it easy to follow. The six interviews that were held 

were on average 20 minutes and we chose to only present the key points to give the reader 

an overview of the answers and to facilitate understanding the most important parts. 

4.1 Millennials’ Criteria When Choosing Employer  

To answer the first research question, What criteria do Millennials have for choosing an 

employer? three questions were asked during the interviews. In Table 6, the three questions 

are presented in the left column and the interviewees’ answers are presented as a summary 

in the right column. This was to create an entirety regarding the answers for research question 

one, rather than providing a clear division between the questions.  

 

Table 6: Questions Connected to RQ1 

Questions 1-3 
 

Summary of Interviewee’s Answers 

Which features do 

you look for when 

choosing an 

organisation? 

When choosing an organisation half of the interviewees answered that the 

company’s values were important and should fit one’s own. It was also 

important for two of the interviewee’s that the company should have a good 

reputation, to see them as a potential employer. Moreover, four out of six 

people answered that they would like to have the opportunity to develop 

oneself as well as the industry. A good salary so they are not underpaid was 

also mentioned as important by two of the interviewees. Other factors 

mentioned were good managers and colleagues, the opportunity to advance, a 

decentralised workplace and being able to use flextime. 

What advantages 

would you like to 

have access to with 

an employer? 

For advantages, three out of six interviewees mentioned the opportunity to 

grow and develop in the organisation. Two interviewees also talked about a 

good work environment, open landscape, mixing young and old employees 

and social stimulus. The opportunity to be flexible in the meeting with 

customers and in the time schedule was important. Different forms of benefits, 

such as a company car, work phone, and gym were discussed together with 
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salary. Some interviewees also mentioned varied tasks, the opportunity to 

advance and being able to take responsibility as important factors.      

Let’s pretend that 

you have three 

companies offering 

you the same job 

with the same tasks. 

Which criteria 

would decide which 

one you choose? 

As the decisive criterion, all interviewees except one mentioned salary, but for 

all of them, it was not the decisive factor. Instead, the work environment, 

including the number of work tasks being appropriate, everyone having the 

power to make decisions and what they have the right to do or not do, was 

important. Moreover, the atmosphere should be open, defined by respect, 

trust, and colleagues helping each other out. Two interviewees also mentioned 

the possibility to develop and advance at work. The commuting distance was 

discussed and that the company should work with sustainability, equality, and 

diversity. 

4.2 Factors for Becoming a Loyal Employee   

For the second research question, What factors do Millennials find important to become loyal 

towards an employer? five questions were asked regarding different aspects of how an 

employee can become loyal. The questions are summarised in Table 7. 

 

Table 7: Questions Connected to RQ 2 

Questions 4-8 
 

Summary of Interviewee’s Answers 

Please, describe an 

organisation that 

you would be proud 

of working for. 

To feel proud, a company that works for important problems, such as CSR, 

ethical questions, are in the front edge of technology and contributes to more 

than their own winning, were requested from all interviewees. Three out of six 

people mentioned the company’s values and leadership styles and would like 

for them to be consistent. Diversity, equality between genders and respect 

among the employees were considered as important. Everyone should be 

comfortable to speak their mind and have the same opportunities. Three other 

factors brought up were the need for a more horizontal communication style 

and not the traditional hierarchical pyramid. They should also take care of 

their employees and not be involved in bad matters, for example, corruption.   

Please, describe the 

desirable workplace 

environment in an 

employer. 

When it comes to the workplace environment, a good atmosphere, where 

everyone is able to associate with each other, and there is a team effort were 

desirable. It should also be okay to ask for help and express yourself. The 

physical environment in the organisation should be open and clean with good 

equipment, spaces for meetings, having lunch and grab a coffee. A manager 
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that cares about the employees both at work, but also privately, and flexibility 

in form of the opportunity to choose where and when to work, some of the 

interviewees mentioned. Moreover, it should be a balance in the workload, a 

possibility to change projects and a chance to get new challenges.   

What are the 

important factors 

for you to commit to 

a company for more 

than 2.6 years? 

To commit to a company, five out of six people stated that they need variation 

at work in form of changed tasks, routines, positions or departments. Three 

interviewees also said that they desire education, to develop their competences 

and that a long-term plan exists for them. The work should be challenging and 

there should be an opportunity to advance. It was also important to feel 

appreciated and that one contributes to work, as well as being provided with a 

performance review. Two other factors that were mentioned were to be 

satisfied with the colleagues and have a good salary. 

What factors 

influence you to 

become a loyal 

employee? 

To become loyal, loyalty and trust are important to exist between both 

managers and employee. A manager should also treat the workers well and 

show appreciation for the work they are doing. It was also mentioned that the 

goals of the organisation should be suitable, and, according to one of the 

interviewees, in line with a sustainable development. It was also mentioned 

that if a possibility to change department exists the loyalty would increase, 

simply, because of the knowledge of it. The same goes for if the organisation 

is open about how it is run and if people that work hard get rewarded for it. 

An open atmosphere, where recognition for doing a good job can be 

announced among the other employees, was important for one interviewee.   

Please, mention one 

or more keywords 

that describes the 

optimal workplace. 

Several important aspects were mentioned here. Openness and transparency 

were mentioned by four interviewees. Two mentioned challenges and some 

mentioned participation and contribution to the output of the company. 

Other keywords were change, colleagues, security, globalisation, environment 

and employment conditions.   
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5. Data Analysis  

In this chapter, the collected data, that was presented in the previous chapter, will be analysed. 

It is divided into the two research questions to make it clear what Millennials want when 

choosing and becoming loyal towards an employer. The answers from the empirical data were 

compared to the theories presented in the literature review. 

 

The data were analysed according to the thematic approach, and the transcribed texts were 

colour coded in several steps to end up in different themes, and Figure 4, below, illustrates 

this for both of the research questions combined. First, the transcribed texts were colour coded 

to find important sentences. Thereafter, these sentences were put together in a document, 

and they constitute the first step in the figure, shown in column one, interview extracts. The 

second step in the figure, column two, coded key words, is collective words that bring together 

previously mentioned sentences. Lastly, these words ended up in common themes, presented 

in column three, themes. These common themes were used when analysing and comparing 

the collected data.  
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Figure 4: Themes Found from the Collected Data 
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5.1 Analysis of Millennials Choosing an Employer 

In this part, we will analyse the five themes that are narrowed down from the collected data 

and shown in Figure 4 above. These themes have been compared to previous theories and 

Table 8 shows the connection with theory. This includes if new theory has been added and 

the number of times keywords connected to the themes were mentioned in the interviews.  

 

Table 8: Themes Found for RQ1 

Themes Fits with 
Theory 

Added 
Theory 

Number of Times 
Mentioned 

Relations Partly Yes 19 

Values Yes No 12 

Psychological Work Environment Yes Yes 18 

Progress Yes No 16 

Salary Partly Yes 12 

Source: Adapted from Johansson and Kunnari (2015) 

5.1.1 Relations 

The empirical data showed that Millennials are searching for an organisation where there is a 

comradery between colleagues, people work together, and the decision paths are short. To 

begin with, all the interviewees mentioned that what they are looking for are good colleagues 

that they can feel solidarity, be comfortable and discuss ideas with. They also stated that they 

want to feel a connection with the other employees at work and possibly hang out in the spare 

time. Interviewee E stated that “you should feel the trust in the atmosphere”. Another important 

mention by interviewee D was that everyone should help each other out, that “only because 

people have different tasks, it does not mean that you should not help each other out”. The 

theory states that it is important for Millennials to feel a connection with their co-workers as 

well as with the boss (Rabasca Roepe, 2016). Martin (2005) lifts the importance of a supportive 

manager and Rigoni and Adkins (2016) talk about the invested time the manager puts in their 

employees. The data showed that they are looking for a manager that sees their employees 

and delegates responsibility, but this does only comply partly with the theory. While the theory 

states that the quality of manager and management are important when choosing a company, 

the empirical data focused more on the potential colleagues and how well they work together 

and help each other out. 
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Moreover, the importance of an open communication is brought up during the interviews. 

Research shows that Millennials want an open communication (Brack & Kelly, 2012; Stewart 

et al., 2017) with their boss and colleagues. Our data shows that this is connected to short 

decision paths. It was mentioned that an organisation with a strong hierarchy is not requested 

at all. Instead, Millennials want to be able to talk to the manager directly to ask for help. 

Interviewee A stated that “I should be able to go to my manager and ask directly, instead of it 

having to take such a long time”. To add to that, interviewee D said that “even if I have the 

lowest position I should still be able to talk to the managers and ask for help”. In conclusion, 

the theory states that open communication is important. The data fits to the theory but adds 

that short decision paths and an organisation that is more decentralised is favoured when 

choosing a workplace. 

5.1.2 Values 

A common factor that is mentioned in previous articles is the importance for Millennials to work 

for a company with goals and values that go along with one’s own (Rabasca Roepe, 2017; 

Graybill, 2014; Arnof Fishman, 2016). Bannon et al. (2011) stated that up to 88% of the 

Millennials want to work for an organisation where the organisational values fit well with their 

own. A number that is reflected in our own data. Interviewee E stated that “they should have 

goals and a vision that match” and interviewee A said, “that it is important that there is 

something I stand for”. So, common values with the organisation is important but the values 

differ a bit from interviewee to interviewee. Interviewee C talked about diversity and equality, 

and two other interviewees found CSR and respect important. Both interviewee C and E 

preferred an organisation that works with sustainability, are in the forefront and dare to 

challenge the society. It is also discussed by Brack and Kelly (2012) that Millennials find social 

responsibility important to see the workplace act toward. Klimkiewicz and Oltra (2017) also 

bring up that Millennials care about CSR, and that they would reject an employer if they are 

not working towards it. Moreover, Smith and Galbraith (2012) talk about meaningful work as 

the principal factor for Millennials, which is not what we found in this stage. Out of the six 

interviews there was only one interviewee that mentioned company goals and that there 

should be a purpose with what you do at work. The collected data fits well with the theory. 

However, meaningful work does not seem to be as important for the interviewees as previous 

literature stated.      
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5.1.3 Psychological Work Environment 

One of the most important factors, the interviewees discussed, when describing what would 

make them choose a workplace was the psychological work environment. The theory implies 

the same thing. Pfau (2016) states that the environment should allow the employees to use 

and improve their skills, while Walden et al. (2017) says that the environment should be 

supportive to maximise Millennials performance on the job. Research also shows that an 

organisation that works towards a psychologically healthy workplace is valued higher by 

Millennials (Catano & Hines, 2016). In our data collection, three major points were mentioned: 

work procedures, atmosphere, and flexibility. 

 

The working procedures showed being very important. Even though some of these factors are 

difficult to know properly before starting to work, it is still possible to try and understand as 

much as possible about them. To begin with, the workload should be appropriate, one should 

know what they can and cannot do and they should have the power to make decisions. 

Another factor was the division of labour. Here, our data shows that there should not be strict 

boundaries between the employee’s tasks. Even if people have different tasks or if someone 

is done before the others, the environment should be helpful. Lastly, having their own 

responsibilities is attractive. The employees should not just follow routines, instead, they 

should be able to decide how they do their own work. Interviewee B said that one advantage 

with this is to “be more aware of when it gets too much or too stressful”. The data fit with the 

theory, but it adds another layer to it that has not been brought up earlier, and this is the more 

in-depth information about the work procedures. 

 

Bannon et al. (2011) state that Millennials want an open environment. The data shows the 

same thing but goes more into depth regarding an open climate where the employees are 

respectful and challenge each other. It shows that the atmosphere should be pleasant, and 

the employees should feel that they enjoy being at work. This has to do with both colleagues 

and the environment. In short, the data shows some important parts the organisational culture 

should include to fit the Millennials. If it is a match it can be connected to the ASA model, 

where the organisation and possible employer choose each other based on similar ideas.  

 

Another factor that can improve the psychological work environment is flexibility. It was 

mentioned in our data collection, but theory states that flexibility is a factor for motivating 

Millennials at work (Kultalahti & Viitala, 2015) rather than a factor considered when applying 

for a job. Despite not finding theory for this part, the interviewees discussed two main areas: 

time and space. Interviewee A stated that the possibility to “meet some customers at the office, 
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and thereafter go and visit others” is a type of independence that is requested. Moreover, the 

possibility to allocate one’s own time and use flextime was mentioned as desirable. Here, 

interviewee D stated that “I would like to do my job effectively, and then go home or do 

something else [...] instead of just sitting and waiting for the day to finish”. A similar idea is 

brought up by Smith and Galbraith (2012), where they discuss Millennial’s need to make both 

personal and work commitments. According to the data, having flexibility improves the 

psychological work environment. Given these points, the theory and collected data fits partly, 

since the data brings this up as a factor to become a loyal employee, while the empirical data 

shows that this is a factor for choosing one company over the other. 

5.1.4 Progress 

According to our data collection the possible progress plays an important role when Millennials 

choose where to work. There were three main factors mentioned: competence development, 

opportunity to advance and interest in the type of work. The data shows that to get interested 

in an organisation it is important that it provides ongoing training and competence 

development. Both Martin (2005) and Özçelik (2015) state that with training, competencies 

improve, and Millennials can perform their tasks quicker, which fits well with the collected data. 

There were two main reasons for this: personal growth and further education. When it came 

to personal growth interviewee B stated that they want “a development on the side to be able 

to do things quicker”. This was referred to not just working for the sake of working, but at the 

same time there should be training or something similar, to improve one’s own knowledge and 

personal growth. Regarding further education, interviewee C said that it is expensive to do on 

their own, hence why a company, that can provide the employees with this, is very attractive.  

 

Kwong (2016) stated that Millennials want to be able to advance quicker than previous 

generations, and our data shows signs of this. It was mentioned that the opportunity to 

advance is something they want, and one way of reassuring it is for the company to provide a 

long-term plan for the employees. One interviewee stated that the organisation should not only 

think about here and now but have an idea for the future. It is also important to know what the 

work tasks might be in the future. Previous research states the same thing: They want to know 

the career path and advancement opportunities in order to be in control and not feel stuck in 

one place (Rabasca Roepe, 2017; Kultalahti & Viitala, 2015).   
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Beyond a career path, previous research states that an interest in the type of work is a key 

factor for Millennials (Rigoni & Adkins, 2016). At the same time, it is not the most important 

one at the beginning of the career, although it gets more important with economic stability 

(Brack & Kelly, 2012). In our collected data interviewee B and F mentioned that they want to 

work with something they have an interest in and that it most likely will be connected to their 

education. Interviewee F stated, “if it [the work] is something I am completely uninterested in, 

I would never be able to do a good job”. Therefore, the data fits well with previous theory.  

5.1.5 Salary 

Rabasca Roepe (2016) mention that why Millennials want a good pay is because of the 

student loans that they need to pay back. This is backed up by Brack and Kelly (2012) who 

add that many Millennials do not think they will get a good pension, which makes it more 

important to have the opportunity to be financially independent during their retirement. 

However, Rigoni and Adkins (2016) mention it clearly that it is not the most important factor 

when applying for a job. In the data collection, five out of six interviewees mentioned salary, 

and for some, it was more important than others. Interviewee C said that “if there is someone 

that offers a better salary than the other, then you choose that one with the better salary”. 

However, interviewee B said that there is a minimum salary to be asked for but from previous 

experience, the salary is not the most important factor anymore. Interviewee A brought up that 

the salary could be a bit lower if the organisation is compensating with other benefits, for 

example, a company car or phone. In the end, you may earn more with a lower salary plus 

benefits, than you would have done with a higher salary. The theory fits well with the empirical 

data. However, previous theory did not discuss Millennials view on benefits, hence why our 

data adds to this theory.        
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5.2 Analysis of Millennials Becoming Loyal 

In this part, we will analyse the five themes, from Figure 4 shown earlier, in regards to research 

question two. Table 9 gives a hint of what will be analysed further down, and a deeper 

explanation will be given. Since the interview guide for research question two contained five 

questions, the number of times keywords connected to the themes were mentioned, are 

significantly higher. 

  

Table 9: Themes Found for RQ2 

Themes Fits with 
Theory   

Added 
Theory 

Number of Times 
Mentioned 

Relations Yes Yes 44 

Values Yes Yes 35 

Psychological Work Environment Yes   Yes 22 

Progress   Partly  Yes 30 

Salary Yes No 6 

Source: Adapted from Johansson and Kunnari (2015) 

5.2.1 Relations   

According to Hershatter and Epstein (2010), Millennials have always been encouraged to 

develop a relationship with parents, teachers, and mentors, and this could be one factor why 

Millennials want a personal relationship with their managers too. In our data collection, 

relations between both employees and managers are mentioned as a crucial factor for wanting 

to stay at a company. All six interviewees talked about this in many different perspectives. 

They mention that team effort is extremely important. Interviewee E said that it should be the 

feeling of “we are doing this together and everyone has a significant role.” It should also be 

easy to go to a colleague and ask for help. Interviewee F mentioned that positive energy from 

colleagues is requested, “there should not be a lot of negative people that are unhappy with 

everything. There should be a generally positive atmosphere.” This seems to be an important 

factor for the interviewees but is barely mentioned in the theory.  

 

On the other hand, previous literature lifts the importance of a good relationship with the 

manager (Brack & Kelly, 2012; Hershatter & Epstein, 2010) and some of the interviewees lift 

that they want mutual appreciation with the manager. For interviewee D that means that “they 

should be able to tell others in the organisation that this person has done something good.” 

The manager should see potential in the employees, and both employees and managers 

should have trust in each other. For interviewee F trust comes when “they can trust me”. Other 
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than this, it should be easy to talk to the manager and the employees should feel needed at 

work. This could be connected to Brack and Kelly’s (2012) theory that nowadays Millennials 

need someone to support them and not someone only telling them what to do. This change in 

how employees want a manager to be requires that they have built some kind of relationship.  

 

To build relationships, our data showed that the physical work environment matters. There is 

not much theory on how the physical environment should be for Millennials, but Bannon et al. 

(2011) state that the work environment should be open and flexible with new technology. 

Similarly, the interviewees stated that they want an open climate with common spaces and 

comfortable furniture. Interviewee A said that “I think there is a lot emerging in addition to the 

formal meetings when people just meet up and have informal conversations and maybe build 

better relationships”. An environment where it is easy to converse can facilitate building 

personal relationships, but also the communication regarding employees’ improvement in form 

of feedback.  

 

According to Smith and Galbraith (2012) Millennials want feedback regularly that tells them 

how they perform and if they are progressing. During the interviews three of the interviewees 

spoke about the importance of the overall communication with the manager in the 

organisation. Interviewee A brought up that a dialogue with the manager, where goals and 

expectations are constantly discussed, are important, which fits well with previous literature. 

If the feedback is presented well by the managers, they can use it as a tool to provide 

motivation and help the employees working toward specific goals (Anderson et al. 2016). This 

was something the data did not show. Overall, the data fits partly with the theory. Theory states 

that a good relationship, with the manager is desired, but the data mentions clearly that to 

want to stay at an organisation, colleagues are almost more important. The theory also state 

that feedback is very important, but in our data only half of the interviewees mentioned that. 

5.2.2 Values  

The collected empirical data showed that to become a loyal employer the values of the 

organisation is extremely important. This is something that was brought up in the ASA model, 

and by Graybill (2014) and Rabasca Roepe (2017). It was not necessarily as a factor for 

becoming a loyal employee, but rather for choosing a company to work for. The empirical data 

showed that values can also be said to be an underlying factor that always affects Millennials. 

Nonetheless, we found that all interviewees stated that the organisational values matter to feel 

pride about working at the organisation. Interviewee A stated that “to be proud we have to 

share the same values”, which goes hand in hand with the ASA model. Moreover, they brought 
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up several types of values they found crucial. To begin with, they mentioned that an 

organisation that works with CSR and sustainable development is attractive, which was also 

mentioned by Brack and Kelly (2012). Interviewee B stated that “there are many things I find 

self-evident, such as taking care of the environment”. To continue, they mentioned that the 

company should conduce to something other than to their own winning and that working there 

would lead to the employees making a difference.  

 

Additionally, diversity and equality were two other types of values mentioned. Here, it was 

mentioned that the organisation should dare to challenge the society in regards to these 

values. Interviewee D said, “that males and females can do the same job for the same salary 

is important […] and that young people have the same possibilities as the older ones”. This is 

connected to a fair and respectful workplace where everyone has the same rights and are 

treated well. Interviewee E stated that “in a company, there are many different individuals that 

have different religious or political views […] and that everyone still can express that and be 

treated well and respected for their opinions and thoughts”. The respect is also about the 

company itself respecting their own values and watchwords and that these are consistent 

throughout the whole company. A company cannot just use words that do not exist, there has 

to be some kind of consistency. To be able to feel pride, the organisation should be open and 

honest, according to interviewee B. Previous theory have not discussed diversity, equality, 

consistency, and respect, but according to our data, it is a crucial factor that should not be 

forgotten. 

 

Another important factor that was brought up was for the employees to feel a meaningfulness 

of what they are doing at work and what goals the company strives for. Pfau (2016) states that 

Millennials want to find an organisation to work for where they can be proud, both of their own 

accomplishment and the organisation’s. The context Pfau lifts this are factors affecting how 

people choose their workplace, but nothing is mentioned in the context of getting Millennials 

loyal. When talking to the interviewees about what would make them loyal, meaningful work 

was one important factor that arose. Interviewee B talked about the chain in the organisation 

as “it does not have to be me who gives the product to the customers, but I would like to see 

that the chain of what I am doing is contributing to the output”. Interviewee E talked about the 

feeling of, “am I contributing? Am I useful?” and interviewee F stated that an organisation that 

does something useful is to prefer. Interviewee F also said that “I could never work for SAAB, 

for example, that are producing weapons and alike. That would be hard for me to do. Then I 

would not feel that this was a good thing.”. Even if meaningful work is acknowledged as an 

important factor when Millennials are searching for a job, previous literature does not mention 

it as a factor to become a loyal employee, and therefore it does not fit with theory.   
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5.2.3 Psychological Work Environment  

Psychological work environment has proven to be very important, both when choosing an 

employer and when becoming a loyal employee. According to Brack and Kelly (2012), the 

environment should be comfortable and safe and, as stated in the analysis for research 

question one, it should be supportive to increase the chances of Millennials feeling committed 

at work (Walden et al., 2017). The theory we found regarding this had to do with Millennials 

choosing their employer, rather than what would make them loyal. Nevertheless, the empirical 

data stated that the psychological work environment matters a great deal to become loyal 

towards an employer. Just like in research question one, this factor includes work procedures 

and atmosphere, but the content differs a bit. Regarding work procedures, to enjoy working at 

a company the workload should be moderate. Interviewee B said that it is important “to feel 

that one can handle the work since it is easy to get stressed if the work is too easy or difficult”. 

Here, taking and getting own responsibility is essential for staying at a company. There should 

also be an openness and transparency regarding everything that is happening and who is 

responsible for what. Interviewee D brought up the desire for a progressive and more modern 

organisation when describing the optimal workplace: “there are managers, but it is not as 

apparent who decides, but everyone can chip in and affect the processes”. Moreover, the 

atmosphere should induce safety and pleasantness, where everyone has a voice and the 

opportunity to express themselves, anonymously or not. This type of openness, together with 

how the organisation is run, is helping the employees to become loyal, according to 

interviewee B. The data fits partly with the theory in this matter, but adds information of the 

psychological work environment, in regards to becoming loyal. 

 

As mentioned earlier, flexibility is a big part of the psychological work environment. According 

to previous research, this is an important factor for the Millennials to become loyal employees. 

Özçelik (2015) discuss that Millennials want to be able to work at any time and any place, and 

Alsop (2009) lifts that the attitude towards flexibility is that they want to choose more for 

themselves how they plan their working days. There is a lot of theory stating that flexibility is 

an important factor for motivating Millennials at work (Kultalahti & Viitala, 2015; Özçelik, 2015; 

Smith & Galbraith, 2012), but it was not mentioned a lot in our empirical data. During the 

interviews, this factor was only brought up by interviewee A, who stated that “if I want to start 

working at 8.30 am instead of 7.30 am, I can do that, but then I will work a bit longer”. Another 

theory connected to the psychological work environment is a work-life balance. Smith and 

Galbraith (2012) mention that this is a very important factor for Millennials. Furthermore, 

Kwong (2016) and DeVaney (2015) state that Millennials are inclined to change employer if a 

work-life balance does not exist. In contrast, the empirical data showed that only one person 
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mentioned this briefly and said that the marital status plays a role in how flexible one can be 

at work. In conclusion, our data showed that flexibility and work-life balance is not as important 

as theory states when it comes to creating motivation at work. 

5.2.4 Progress 

One highly important factor, according to the empirical data, for becoming a loyal employee is 

that there are career and development opportunities. The interviewees stated that if there are 

programs for further education or the possibility of competence develop, they would consider 

staying at a company for a longer period. Previous research state that Millennials always strive 

for more (Kaliprasad, 2006) and that they get bored easily (Smith & Galbraith, 2012). 

Moreover, theory discusses that easy access to information is an underlying cause for their 

need of constant learning (Brack & Kelly, 2012). The empirical data points in a similar direction, 

but instead of discussing getting bored and the overflow of information in regards to learning 

and development, they spoke about career advancement and development. Interviewee A 

stated that they want “to feel appreciated, challenged and to feel that they are developing” and 

interviewee F discussed the importance of having a long-term plan that it is being followed to 

ensure constant development. Interviewee D continues by saying that to stay at a company 

there should be a possibility to advance in the organisation. As Rabasca Roepe (2017) states, 

Millennials want a clear career path and this fits with the data. 

 

Another factor that would make the interviewees stay longer than 2.6 years at a company was 

the opportunity to have variation at work. Theory state that Millennials want challenging tasks 

(Özçelik, 2015) and a variety at work (Kultalahti & Viitala, 2015). This is a way for them to grow 

and develop (Raines, 2002). Being able to change department or even the position are two 

other types of variations that the interviewees mention. Interviewee A states that “it is a lot 

about it being a big company where I can not only advance in my role, but also jump between 

different departments”. DeVaney (2015) talks about Millennials wanting to work at smaller 

companies to get a bigger impact at work. Our data actually shows that they prefer working 

for bigger companies to get the opportunity to change departments, offices and get variation 

at work. If it is a bigger company or a company with many partners or subsidiaries there are 

more chances to do something else. The theory did not discuss changing department or 

position as an important part of variation, instead it discussed the importance to varied tasks 

at work. Therefore, parts of the collected data fits well with theory, but some parts have been 

added. 
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5.2.5 Salary  

At the beginning of the interviews, salary and benefits were mentioned as important factors 

for five out of six of the interviewed persons when looking for a job. Later on, during the 

interviews, when questions were asked regarding loyalty, only one person mentioned salary. 

Two others mentioned benefits, in form of factors that would be a bonus, but not necessarily 

important. Interviewee A said that health care in form of having the opportunity to work out 

during lunchtime would be nice and interviewee B mentioned a fair work contract. There is no 

theory stating that salary is a factor increasing Millennials’ motivation at work. It is more of a 

factor they look for before they choose an employer. Since the data did not bring this up either, 

this is why the collected data fit with theory.  
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6. Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations 

In this chapter, the most important findings from the analysis will be presented. The purpose 

of this thesis was to understand Millennials’ preferences when choosing an employer and what 

would make them loyal. To get an answer to this, two research questions were used, and 

these will be answered and concluded in this chapter. Finally, it will end with implications for 

practitioners, limitations and further research. 

6.1 Findings 

Findings from the empirical data have helped answering the two research questions stated in 

this thesis. However, there are some overall findings that overlap the two questions. The 

empirical data indicates that factors for choosing an employer and factors for creating loyalty 

in some parts were similar. Out of the five themes presented in the previous chapter, there are 

some that seem more important than the others. 

6.1.1 Choosing an Employer 

 

RQ1: What criteria do Millennials have for choosing an employer?  

 

To begin to answer research question one, the most important factor that Millennials look for 

when choosing an employer is the relations inside the company, mainly with the colleagues. 

The result shows that a comradery at work is requested and this seems to be more important 

than the relationship with the manager, which is something previous literature state. Millennials 

want colleagues they can feel comfortable and can hang out with during their spare time. 

Moreover, it is important that the decision paths are short and that a hierarchical structure do 

not characterise the environment of the organisation. You should feel comfortable with asking 

anyone for help, no matter your position, to consider it as a potential workplace. 

 

After relations, the findings suggest that the psychological work environment matters. The 

work procedures should be moderate, fit each person and there should be a possibility to 

make decisions on your own. Even if your tasks differ from the colleagues’, people should help 

each other out. The results also indicate that it is important to know that there is an opportunity 

to be flexible with both were to work and when. If it is possible to do the job in a shorter time 

than requested and after that, go home, this is to be preferred.  
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Another finding suggests that to choose an employer, the opportunity to develop and advance 

should exist. It is requested to know that the organisation is willing to invest in their employees 

and provide them with training and development that can help them perform better and faster 

results. There should also be a career path dedicated to the employees, where possible 

employees can see that the organisation has a long-term plan for their members. Moreover, 

the interviewees mentioned values and salary as factors to consider. When comparing these 

two factors to previous literature, they were more important in the theory than in our findings. 

The study found that if an organisation offers benefits, such as a company car or work phone, 

a lower salary was acceptable. Both values and salary were still factors that would be 

considered when choosing an employer but relations, psychological work environment, and 

progress had a higher impact.  

6.1.2 Loyalty 

 

RQ2: What factors do Millennials request to become loyal towards an employer? 

 

Our findings reveal that the most important factor to become a loyal employee has to do with 

relations at work. As with research question one, it differs a bit from theory. Theory suggests 

that the relationship with a manager is a key factor, while the empirical data suggests that it is 

actually the relationship with the colleagues. The data shows that team effort, where 

employees help each other out, a positive vibe and good relationships play an important role 

to become a loyal employee. However, the manager still has an active role in creating loyalty, 

in the sense that Millennials need to feel trusted and needed at work. Furthermore, our findings 

show that Millennials desire a constant dialogue about goals and expectations. However, it 

does not seem to be as important as the previous theory states it is.  

 

The next factor being important for Millennials is values, and as long as the values match, 

Millennials feel loyalty towards their employer. According to the data, Millennials want their 

employer to work with CSR, sustainable development, diversity, and equality to be proud and 

become loyal. Our findings show that an employer that dares to challenge society, in regards 

to having equal pay between genders, the same possibilities for everyone and showing 

respect towards everyone, no matter religious or political views, is an organisation they would 

be loyal towards. Moreover, loyalty is shown to an organisation that shows consistency of their 

own values, included in all their activities, and are open and honest. Lastly, the findings show 

that a meaningful work, where they contribute to the output and do something useful, is also 

a part of feeling loyal, and this is not brought up in literature. 
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The third most important factor for becoming a loyal employee, according to our findings, is 

progress. Here, the data shows that further education, development opportunities and career 

advancements contribute to Millennials staying at an organisation for a longer time. The 

employer should make sure that the Millennials feel challenged and that they are constantly 

developing. Another key finding is that variation is crucial to want to stay at a company for a 

longer period of time. It is shown that the Millennials do not just want the possibility to advance 

in their role, they also want the possibility to change tasks, departments, and positions to 

consider staying longer than the average 2.6 years. Moreover, the theory states that 

Millennials prefer working at smaller companies (DeVaney, 2015), while our findings showed 

the opposite. They seem more interested in working for bigger companies, to have the 

opportunity to variation.  

 

Finally, the psychological work environment matters. The reasons are similar to when 

Millennials choose an employer, namely work procedures. To feel that the organisation is a 

place to stay at, the workload should be appropriate, and one should be able to be in control 

over their own work. The data also showed that Millennials request a more modern 

organisation that is transparent, open, and where it is not as clear on who makes decisions, 

rather, everyone should have the possibility to be a part in decision-making. Moreover, our 

findings suggest that flexibility and work-life balance is not as important as theory state. 

 

The only factor that showed to not have any bigger effect on loyalty was salary. As mentioned 

earlier, this was a factor that previous theory connected to research question one and our 

findings agree. During the interviews it was only mentioned by one person and two others 

briefly mentioned benefits as a bonus. 

6.2 Conclusions 

To connect to the problem discussion, the high turnover rates and associated costs increased 

by Millennials, this thesis gives an insight into how these can decrease. If organisations 

consider Millennials’ preferences, the chances would be higher that they succeed in attracting 

and keeping Millennials at the workplace. Regarding research question one, relations, 

psychological work environment, and progress are the most important parts. Results suggest 

that Millennials look for an organisation with a non-hierarchical structure and where the 

decision paths are short. That there is also a comradery at work is a vital part. They want an 

organisation where the division between tasks is not clear and there is a possibility to be 
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flexible. Moreover, the opportunity to develop and advance, together with a career path, are 

two things Millennials want to see in an employer before they choose where to work. 

 

When it comes to creating loyalty, relations, values, and progress were mostly mentioned. 

Findings show that good relations with colleagues and teamwork are essential to become 

loyal. It proved to be the most important factor for enjoying being at work. Moreover, Millennials 

want to stay at a company that considers CSR, sustainable development, diversity and 

equality in their work and challenges society. This is connected to Millennials’ desire for 

meaningful work and an organisation that is consistent with their values. Furthermore, 

Millennials want variation at work, in form of changed tasks, departments or positions, to stay 

at a company for a longer time and become loyal. Results show that they prefer working for 

bigger companies, to have more opportunities to variation. Finally, the research shows that 

Millennials feel more loyal towards a more modern and transparent organisation. 

 

To conclude, there are certain criteria Millennials have when choosing an employer and certain 

factors that create loyalty towards an employer. These showed to be similar to each other, but 

with small twists. The biggest difference is that Millennials first want to see that the 

organisation offers what they are looking to, thereafter, when they are employed, they need 

those things to be true. This study identified several criteria, such as a non-hierarchical 

structure, flexibility and a career path for choosing an employer. For creating loyalty, it showed 

that there are other factors that matter as well, such as team work and variation, on top of the 

criteria for choosing an employer. What was found about the Millennials in Sweden seem to 

be almost the same as previous research showed regarding Millennials in Canada, the USA, 

India and Finland. Since there are tendencies towards Swedish Millennials being pretty similar 

to the Finnish ones, this indicates that Scandinavian Millennials want the same things. 

Moreover, since our findings are comparable to previous studies, one can say that Millennials 

across the world, in the whole, have similar criteria, but details will differ from place to place. 

6.3 Implications for Practitioners 

The result from this thesis should be of interest for employers to get an understanding of how 

Millennials think regarding choosing an employer and becoming loyal. They can use the 

factors from choosing an employer to make their organisation more attractive towards potential 

Millennial employees. When it comes to what would make them loyal towards the employer, 

the factors can be helpful to understand what creates loyalty. There are, especially, a few 

things to consider.  
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On the subject of attracting Millennials, this research provides important insights for managers. 

It is important to show what further developments and advancements the organisation holds 

for their employees. Millennials want constant development and a career path to be ensured 

that they will not be stuck in one place. Therefore, it is important that this exists in the 

organisation. Moreover, the salary should be competitive in regards to the education and 

industry, but it is important to remember that it is not the decisive factor. Millennials look at 

other factors as well. 

 

On the subject of creating loyalty, it is important that the workplace is genuine in the 

relationship between employees and managers. Here, team effort and trust are two important 

issues that should be considered by employers. The organisation should also do something 

useful, for more than their own winning, and work with CSR, sustainable development, 

diversity, and equality. This can not only be something the organisation says they work with, 

it has to be true throughout. Lastly, organisations must consider variety at work to have a 

chance of keeping Millennials for a longer time than the average 2.6 years. This proved to be 

a key factor for Millennials to become loyal. 

6.4 Recommendations 

When it comes to attracting potential Millennial employees, we recommend employers to, 

especially, communicate the possibilities within the organisation. It is important to create an 

awareness of what the organisation can provide Millennials with and the organisation’s 

standpoints in important questions. The employer should also let the Millennial have the 

opportunity to visit the organisation and talk to future colleagues to get an impression of the 

workplace and the atmosphere there.  

 

When it comes to creating an organisation that can retain their Millennial employees for more 

than 2.6 years, it is important to work on creating a team spirit among the employees. For the 

Millennials, it is important to feel trust among managers and colleagues and that is why the 

organisation should provide them with opportunities to build this. If the employer shows that 

the organisation cares about their employees and works hard to create a strong team within 

the organisation, the chances of retaining loyal Millennials are higher. Lastly, the organisation 

has to make sure that what was promised in the first place is held and that the organisational 

values are not empty words but is something they constantly work with.   
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6.5 Limitations and Further Research  

Based on our limitations, there are several interesting areas that can be considered for 

future research. Below, five possible areas to explore are presented.   

 

Since we only wrote a Bachelor thesis, a very small sample selection was made. It consisted 

of students and, therefore, young Millennials that were born between 1993 and 1995, which 

meant that we only got a small fraction of the generation. Further research could study the 

entire generation in Sweden. 

 

This thesis focused on the Millennials as an entity, but an interesting aspect would be to 

understand if there are differences between genders or between student Millennials and 

working Millennials. A cross-case study could be made to understand relations and deviations 

within the generation. 

 

Since there are many different ideas of how to divide the different generations, literature has 

been angled towards their specific definitions. Some literature believe that Millennials extend 

to be born in 2000, which means that depending on the division, some literature will have an 

overlap on the two generations. Therefore, a thorough study on how to divide the younger 

generations would be interesting. 

 

For this thesis, a sole focus on Millennials was held, which meant that some information or 

factors that we believed are important sole for Millennials, might, in fact, be important for other 

generations as well. Therefore, a comparative study with all generations could be made. 

 

Since this thesis focused on the subject only from Millennials’ perspective, another research 

idea is to do a study on how organisations are working with attracting Millennials and how this 

could be improved. 
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APPENDIX A: Interview Guide in English  

Questionnaire  
Hello, we really appreciate that you want to participate in this interview. Below, the questions 

that will be asked and discussed, are presented. Please, read them through and start to 

think about possible answers. The purpose is to create a better understanding for what 

criteria are important for Millennials, born between 1980 and 1995, when choosing employer 

and what criteria creates loyalty.  

 

Background Questions 
1. What is your name?  

2. How old are you?  

3. What program do you study?  

4. What year are you in?  

5. Have you been or are you employed in a company? 

a. Definition of “employed”: Full time/part time/ hourly employed. 

 

Main Questions  

1. Which features do you look for when choosing an organisation? 

 

2. What advantages would you like to have access to with an employer? 

 

3. Let’s pretend that you have three companies offering you the same job with the same 

tasks. Which criteria would decide which one you choose? 

 

4. Please, describe an organisation that you would be proud of working for. 

 

5. Please, describe the desirable workplace environment in an employer. 

 

6. What are the important factors for you to commit to a company for more than 2.6 

years?  

a. 2.6 years is chosen because research shows that Millennials change 

workplace every 2.6 years (Frankel, 2016). 

 

7. What factors influence you to become a loyal employee?  

a. Definition of “loyal”: Faithful to one’s commitment, organisation and 

management. 

 

8. Please, mention one or more keywords that describes the optimal workplace.   
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APPENDIX B: Interview Guide in Swedish  

Frågeformulär 
Hej, vad roligt att du ställer upp på en intervju! Nedan är frågorna som vi kommer att ställa 

och diskutera. Läs gärna igenom dem och tänk ut lite hur du ställer dig till frågorna. Syftet är 

att öka förståelsen kring vilka kriterier som är viktiga för Millennials, födda mellan 1980 och 

1995, vid valet av arbetsplats och vilka kriterier som skapar lojalitet. 

 

Bakgrundsfrågor 
1. Vad heter du? 

2. Hur gammal är du? 

3. Vilket program studerar du? 

4. Vilket år är du inne på? 

5. Är du eller har du varit anställd på ett företag?  

a. Definition av “anställd”: Heltid/deltid/timanställd. 

 

Huvudfrågor 
1. Vilka faktorer letar du efter när du väljer en arbetsgivare? 

 

2. Vilka fördelar vill du ha tillgång till hos en arbetsgivare?  

 

3. Låt oss säga att du har tre företag som erbjuder dig samma jobb med likadana 

arbetsuppgifter. Vilken eller vilka faktorer skulle bestämma valet av företag?  

 

4. Beskriv hur en organisation bör vara för att du ska vara stolt över att jobba där. 

 

5. Beskriv faktorer som är viktiga för dig för att du ska trivas på jobbet. 

 

6. Vilka faktorer är viktiga för att du ska se dig själv stanna på ett företag mer än 2,6 år? 

a. 2,6 år är valt på grund av tidigare forskning som visar att Millennials byter 

arbetsplats var 2,6 år (Frankel, 2016). 

 

7. Vilka faktorer skulle bidra till att du blir en lojal arbetstagare? 

a. Definition av “lojal”: Trogen ens åtagande, organisation och ledning.  

 

8. Nämn de nyckelord som beskriver den optimala arbetsplatsen.  
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APPENDIX C: Quotes 

Quotes in Swedish  Quotes in English  

“att man känner att det finns tillit i luften.” “you should feel the trust in the atmosphere.” 

“Att man inte bara löser det bara för att man inte 
har samma jobb liksom” 

“Only because people have different tasks, it does 
not mean that you should not help each other 
out” 

“Jag ska kunna gå till min chef och fråga direkt 
istället för att det ska ta sådan lång tid.”  

“I should be able to go to my manager and ask 
directly, instead of it having to take such a long 
time.”  

“Även om jag hade den lägsta positionen kunde 
jag ändå prata med cheferna och be dem om 
hjälp.” 

“Even if I have the lowest position I should still 
be able to talk to the managers and ask for help”  

“de ska ha mål eller vision som stämmer överens” “they should have goals and a vision that match”  

“att det är ändå något som jag står för tycker jag 
är väldigt viktigt” 

“that it is important that there is something I 
stand for”  

“så är jag mycket mer medveten om när det blir 
för mycket eller när det blir stressigt” 

“be more aware of when it gets too much or too 
stressful” 

“att jag kanske kan ta vissa kunder på kontoret 
och sedan kan jag åka ut till andra”  

“meet some customers at the office, and 
thereafter go and visit others”  

“jag gör gärna det jobbet jag vill effektivt och 
sedan går hem eller gör något annat […] än att 
bara sitta ut tiden och vänta.” 
 

“I would like to do my job effectively, and then 
go home or do something else […] instead of just 
sitting and waiting for the day to finish.” 

“Utveckling på sidan av för att man ska kunna 
göra saker snabbare” 

“A development on the side to be able to do 
things quicker”  

“Är det något som jag är totalt ointresserad av då 
hade jag aldrig kunnat göra ett bra jobb.” 
 

“If it [the work] is something I am completely 
uninterested in, I would never be able to do a 
good job.”  

“Är det någon som erbjuder bättre lön men allt 
det andra är samma då väljer man den med bäst 
lön.”  

“If there is someone that offers a better salary 
than the others, then you choose that one with 
the better salary.”  

“Att vi gör det här tillsammans och alla har en 
viktig del.” 

“We are doing this together and everyone has a 
significant role.”  

“Att det inte är massa bittra folk som bara har 
liksom, ja men som bara kliver in och bara är less 
på typ allting. Att det är en generellt bra positiv 
stämning.” 

“There should not be a lot of negative people 
that are unhappy with everything. There should 
be a generally positive atmosphere.”  

“Erkänner det för alla andra på företaget, liksom “They should be able to tell others in the 
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den här killen har gjort någonting bra.” organisation that this person has done something 
good.”  

“de kan lita på mig”  “they can trust me”  

“Jag tror att det är mycket som kommer upp 
utöver de här formella mötena när man bara ses 
och när de oformella samtalen när man kanske 
bygger en bättre kontakt.” 

“I think there is a lot emerging in addition to the 
formal meetings when people just meet up and 
have informal conversations and maybe build 
better relationships.”  

“Det finns många saker som jag tycker är 
självklart. Typ att ta hand om miljön.” 

“There are many things I find self-evident, such 
as taking care of the environment.”  

“Att män och kvinnor kan göra samma jobb 
utan, samma lön är väl viktigt för mig […] att man 
kanske ger unga personer samma möjligheter 
som äldre” 

“That males and females can do the same job for 
the same salary is important […] and that young 
people have the same possibilities as the older 
ones” 

“I ett företag finns det många olika individer som 
har olika religiösa åsikter eller synpunkter och 
politiska åsikter och sånt där […] Och att man 
ändå kan få uttrycka det och ändå känna sig 
bemött och respekterad för sina åsikter, tankar 
och så.”  

“In a company, there are many different 
individuals that have different religious or 
political views […] and that everyone still can 
express that and be treated well and respected for 
their opinions and thoughts.” 

“Det måste inte vara att man är den som ger 
saker till kunderna, men man ska ändå kunna se 
kedjan av att det man gör hjälper outputen.” 

“It does not have to be me who gives the product 
to the customers, but I would like to see that the 
chain of what I am doing is contributing to the 
output.”  

“Bidrar jag? Är jag till nytta?” “Am I contributing? Am I useful?”  

“Jag hade aldrig kunnat jobba på tex Saab, som 
tillverkar vapen och sånt. Det hade jag inte 
kunnat jobba med.“ 

“I could never work for SAAB, for example, that 
are producing weapons and alike. That would be 
hard for me to do. Then I would not feel that 
this was a good thing.”  

“Att känna att man faktiskt klarar av sitt jobb 
också för man blir lätt stressad om man känner 
att det är för lätt eller för svårt” 

“To feel that one can handle the work since it is 
easy to get stressed if the work is too easy or 
difficult” 

“Att det finns chefer, men inte lika tydligt vem 
som bestämmer utan alla kan på något sätt vara 
med och påverka processen.” 

“There are managers, but it is not as apparent 
who decides, but everyone can chip in and affect 
the processes.” 

“Då menar jag att vissa dagar om jag vill komma 
in vid 8.30 istället för 7.30 kan jag göra det, men 
då jobbar jag kvar lite längre.” 

“If I want to start working at 8.30 am instead of 
7.30 am, I can do that, but then I will work a bit 
longer.” 

“Att man känner sig uppskattad och utmanad 
och känner att man utvecklas.” 

“To feel appreciated, challenged and to feel that 
they are developing.”  

“Det handlar mycket om det kanske är ett stort 
företag där jag inte bara kan avancera inom min 

“It is a lot about it being a big company where I 
can not only advance in my role, but also jump 
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roll men även hoppa lite mellan olika 
avdelningar.” 

between different departments.”  

“För att jag ska känna mig stolt så måste vi nog 
ändå ha samma värderingar." 

“To be proud we have to share the same values.” 

 
 

 


